Gate-Level Hardware Countermeasure Comparison against Power Analysis Attacks
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Abstract: The fast settlement of privacy and secure operations in the Internet of Things (IoT) is appealing in the selection of mechanisms to achieve a higher level of security at minimum cost and with reasonable performances. All these aspects have been widely considered by the scientific community, but more effort is needed to allow the crypto-designer the selection of the best style for a specific application. In recent years, dozens of proposals have been presented to design circuits resistant to power analysis attacks. In this paper, a deep review of the state of the art of gate-level countermeasures against power analysis attacks has been carried out, performing a comparison between hiding approaches (the power consumption is intended to be the same for all the data processed) and the ones considering a masking procedure (the data are masked and behave as random). The most relevant proposals in the literature, 35 for hiding and 6 for masking, have been analyzed, not only by using data provided by proposers, but also those included in other references for comparison. Advantages and drawbacks of the proposals are analyzed, showing quantified data for cost, performance (delay and power), and security when available. One of the main conclusions is that the RSL proposal is the best in masking, while TSPL, HDRL, SDMLp, 3sDDL, TDPL, and SABL are those with the best security performance figures. Nevertheless, a wise combination of hiding and masking as masked_SABL presents promising results.
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1. Introduction

The high growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) is experiencing has brought with it an increase in the exchange of sensitive information from interconnected users. This has meant that the devices need to incorporate cryptosystems capable of protecting the information to maintain the integrity and confidentiality of the data [1,2]. Traditionally, the mathematical algorithm and the length of the key defined the security of cryptosystems. However, the physical implementation of cryptographic algorithms leads to information leakages that can be exploited by third parties to reveal critical data. These cryptocircuits must meet all the necessary requirements to minimize vulnerabilities to malicious attacks by third parties. Here, the development of new attack techniques makes security standards insufficient to protect information [3–6].

Among the different types of attacks, the so-called side-channel attacks (SCAs) belong to the group of passive noninvasive attacks and are those where the cryptographic device is not manipulated, e.g., there is no trace that a malicious agent has had access to the device.
and there is no damage to the circuit [3–6]. Among SCAs, those based on analysis of the power consumption (power analysis, PA) produced by the circuit have attracted significant attention from the research community [5].

Since the emergence of power analysis attacks in the late 1990s, numerous countermeasures have been proposed by the scientific community to search for alternatives to minimize the weak points of cryptcircuits [7–11]. There are several countermeasure strategies at the hardware level, depending on the abstraction level and the mechanism, to uncorrelate the power consumption from the key and data being processed. These countermeasures range from the layout up to algorithm level and go from attack detection to adding redundant blocks to obfuscate possible information leakage. In this sense, the existing hardware countermeasures can be classified as illustrated in Figure 1. To start, we can make a first classification depending on the abstraction level, with countermeasures focused on the algorithm/circuit or gate level. In this paper, we focus on hardware countermeasures applied at gate level. Their main advantage is that, once the secure cell library has been designed with the selected secure logic style, and the automatic design flow has been adapted for use with this new library, the same design flow can be applied regardless of the implemented algorithm, considering unprotected algorithm. It is important to note that, if countermeasures at the gate level are to be combined with others at a higher level, or complementary ones at the same level of abstraction, additional studies must be carried out to see if their overall security improvements do not interfere with each other. On the other hand, depending on the technique used to break the data correlation with the power consumption, we can classify the countermeasure into two main groups: the hiding or masking technique.

The main contribution of this paper is to first make a deep analysis of the state of the art of most relevant hardware PA countermeasures applied at gate level and secondly to analyze their main drawbacks and advantages. This analysis consists of the evaluation of the resource overhead and security improvements of each proposal, and finally compares each of the countermeasures to determine those that best fits the design constraints. In this sense, this work provides the designer with a tool to search and select the most appropriate countermeasure, depending on the target application and the technology considered. For example, we may find ourselves in IoT environments where we cannot exceed a certain area or power budget, or just be in a scenario where the highest levels of security are targeted, regardless of the associated costs of those countermeasures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basis of hardware countermeasures against power analysis attacks at gate level is presented. In Section 3, the gate-level hiding countermeasures are analyzed, whereas Section 4 focuses on the gate-level...
masking countermeasures. In Section 5, the comparison of all countermeasures, regarding their performance and security levels, is discussed. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Gate-Level Countermeasures against Power Analysis Attacks

PA attacks exploit the correlation between power consumption and the data that are processed by the cryptographic device during encryption, following several strategies. Single power analysis (SPA) attacks exploit the information from a single trace captured from the power supply.

On the other hand, differential power analysis (DPA) attacks involve the acquisition of a series of power supply traces while the device under attack is operating: varying plain-text inputs for a selected (hidden) key and analyzing the power traces. The simplest analysis is to choose an intermediate value of the encryption process and divide the set of acquired traces according to the expected value for these bits. Following this, we statistically analyze the correlation of these traces point by point, comparing them with a power model, as depicted in Figure 2. A significant difference should then be visible in the points corresponding to where a power consumption difference exists due the key-dependent output. This is typically referred to as first-order analysis, as each point in the output trace is dependent on the same point in time for all traces. If two (or more) points in each trace are combined, we refer to this as a second-order (or higher-order) analysis.

In the cyber community, DPA attacks have become the most widespread attack, because of their effectiveness, associated with their reduced cost. For a detailed reading of DPA attacks, power models, and applications, please refer to [3].

Figure 2. Simplified DPA attack flow.

Hardware countermeasures are oriented towards breaking the relation between data being processed and consumed power. At gate level, this relation is easily visible when working with static complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) gates, where the $0 \rightarrow 0$, $0 \rightarrow 1$, $1 \rightarrow 0$ and $1 \rightarrow 1$ transitions have different power consumption values, as illustrated in Figure 3.

To break this relation at the gate level, two different mechanisms are widely used: hiding and masking techniques. The hiding attempts to have the same power consumption at the gate, circuit, or algorithm level, independently of the data being processed. In masking, the critical data are masked with a random data sequence during encryption such that operations on the masked data are indistinguishable from random data.

Gate-level masking consists of computing both the inputs and the mask inside the gate itself. In these implementations, each masked signal $a_m$ is propagated along with its mask $m_a$, the unmasked signal being $a = a_m \oplus m_a$. The simplest way to perform masking is through boolean masking, where an input word is masked by being XOR-ed by a random
value. Arithmetic masking involves more complex arithmetic operations within specific algorithms. Boolean masking is preferably used at the gate level, while at the algorithm or circuit level, the use of dedicated arithmetic masking techniques that best suit the algorithm are recommended. One of the first techniques for masking complex functions is the use of masked look-up tables or the use of multiplexer trees, as proposed in [12], which can be applied both at the algorithm/circuit level and at the individual gate level.

\[ \text{CASE 1: Transition } 1 \rightarrow 0 \quad \text{CASE 2: Transition } 0 \rightarrow 1 \]

\[ \begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
V_{\text{IN}} & V_{\text{OUT}} & \text{Power} \\
\hline
0 & 1 & P_{10} \\
1 & 0 & P_{01} \\
1 & 1 & P_{00} \\
0 & 0 & P_{11} \\
\hline
\end{array} \]

\[ \text{Conclusion: } P_{10} \neq P_{01} \Rightarrow P_{00} \approx P_{11} \]

Figure 3. Power consumption of an inverter depending on the output transitions.

Hiding tries to achieve exactly the same power consumption in operations, regardless of the data being processed. Since the first DPA attacks were presented, there have been numerous logic-style proposals that seek to be resistant to these attacks by having data-independent power consumption. In a first approach, this identical consumption can be achieved using dual-rail signals and differential gates, where the true and complemented outputs are simultaneously generated: in every clock cycle, one of the differential branches performs the gate function, and the other one its complement at the same time.

Since hiding means exact power consumption independently of the data processed, it implies full symmetry. However, most of these techniques suffer from the difficulty of tailoring the place and route operation so that the capacitive load of two wires is equal. This is particularly difficult in nanometric technologies, where the transistor sizes and wiring widths continuously shrink. Placing and routing a circuit manually, i.e., creating a full-custom (FC) design, significantly increases the design costs. An additional drawback is the so-called early evaluation, also called data-dependent time-of-evaluation, referring to the cases where a gate evaluates its output at different time instances depending on the value of its input. It becomes more problematic when several of such gates are cascaded to realize a combinational circuit, causing the power consumption pattern of the circuit to have a clear dependency on its input value.

The following two sections detail these two types of gate-level countermeasures, followed by systematic evaluation of them.

3. Gate-Level Hiding Countermeasures

In this section, a detailed description of the structure and functionality for each hiding logic style in the considered literature is provided. In this sense, the reader may skip this detailed description and go to the end of the section for a summary of their main features and comparison. One of the first hiding proposals at gate level was presented by Tiri et al. [7], called sense amplifier-based logic (SABL), based on the StrongArm110 flip-flop (SAFF) [13] structure. SABL is a dual precharge logic (DPL) style and achieves switching the output independently of the input value, always having an output transition due to the computation of the output signal and its complement, charging the same load capacitance
in each transition. The SABL structure, depicted in Figure 4a, is composed of a differential pull-down network (DPDN) and a differential pull-up network (DPUN), implementing the logic function and the control between the precharge and evaluation phases. The CLK signal controls the precharge and evaluation phases. The main drawback is its full-custom logic style and the need for differential routing to maintain the same load capacitance in the complemented signal. In [14], authors present an improved SABL structure, called charge recycling SABL (CRSABL), which enables charge recycling and intermediate precharge voltages preserving the same security levels as SABL but saving 20% in power consumption and 63% in peak supply current. The CRSABL structure is depicted in Figure 4b.

Figure 4. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) SABL, (b) CRSABL, and (c) DyCML.

Dynamic current mode logic (DyCML) [15] was first presented as a low-power high-performance logic style, and was proposed by Macé et al. for DPA-resistant circuit implementations [9]. DyCML is based on current mode logic (CML) gates [16], which have the advantage of high-frequency operation and low commutation noise (as in CML gates), but solving the issue of the static power consumption. A generic DyCML n-gate structure is depicted in Figure 4c, composed of a DPDN structure that implements the gate function and the DPUN that controls the dynamic functionality of the gate. Compared to SABL [9], DyCML achieves better performance characteristics, reducing both the power consumption and delay, while slightly decreasing the security. The performance and security metrics for this logic style vary from paper to paper. For this reason, Table 1 depicts a wide range for area, frequency, and power values, further discussed in Section 5.

The biggest drawback of full-custom logic styles is the design complexity and the impossibility to use a conventional digital design flow, for example, not suitable being for field programmable gate array (FPGA) implementations. To solve this issue, Tiri and Verbauwhede presented, in [8], the simple dynamic differential logic (SDDL), the wave dynamic differential logic (WDDL), and the divided wave dynamic differential logic (DWDDL), based on standard cell libraries. The SDDL implements each function with standard gates, using differential inputs and outputs (\(a, \bar{a}, b, \bar{b}, Q, \bar{Q}\)) with a precharge signal to implement the dynamic functionality (see Figure 5a). Unfortunately, the SDDL is not suitable for secure implementations because it does not ensure one single event per cycle, influencing both the timing and the value of the inputs in the number of switching events, and being impossible to achieve an input signal that is independent of the power consumption. In WDDL, the precharge signal is propagated as a wave along the combinational logic, so the area is halved with respect to SDDL, obtaining the structure depicted in Figure 5b. As in previous full-custom logic styles, WDDL needs both differential routing to balance the wiring capacitances (techniques such as “fat-wire” [17] or “backend duplication” method [18]), and a precharge wave generation stage for the signals; however, it can be applied to both FPGA and application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) using standard gates. In the case of DWDDL, WDDL is implemented with two different dual parts: first the positive path, with the AND/OR gates, and the complemented part, interchanging the gates for OR/AND, respectively. With this technique, the automatic tool places and routes the positive part, and the designer only needs to duplicate the resulting layout and interchange the standard cell gates, thus achieving the differential
implementation, as depicted in Figure 5c. The implementation costs, performance, and security levels are expected to be of the same order as in WDDL.

![Figure 5. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) SDDL, (b) WDDL, (c) DWDDL, and (d) HDRL.](image)

As an improvement of WDDL targeting FPGAs, double-WDDL is proposed in [19,20], which can be considered as a place and routing technique which improves the resistance against DPA attacks presented in [8]. In this case, the authors duplicate the whole WDDL implementation to achieve the same routing path for both WDDL blocks. The main drawback of this logic style is the area and power consumption overhead (2xWDDL). However, the work in [21] demonstrates that this logic style shows a data-dependent time and therefore has information leakage, even when a perfect duplication is achieved. In [22], the authors present a technique to avoid cross-coupling wires between the direct and complementary WDDL circuit paths, called isolated-WDDL (iWDDL), since the direct and complementary paths are isolated from each other. The main drawback of this solution is the area (2xWDDL) and delay overhead (the frequency is halved compared to WDDL), as well as the need to generate additional reset signals to control the precharging of the register’s outputs. Both double-WDDL and iWDDL have important area, power consumption, and delay overheads, making them less suitable for low power applications.

Following a similar design to double-WDDL, the authors in [23] present a logic family called homogeneous dual-rail logic (HDLR). To implement an HDLR secure circuit, following the steps proposed in [23], first the original circuit is placed and routed, then, the resulting layout is duplicated and placed next to the original circuit. The inputs to the second circuit will be the complementary inputs of the original circuit. The example of an HDRL AND/NAND gate is shown in Figure 5d. The advantage compared to WDDL is that this logic style does not work with the precharge and evaluation phases. The main disadvantage is the penalty for area and power consumption and the early propagation effect.

The authors of [24] present a new DPL logic style, called dual-spacer dual-rail logic (DSDRL), which tries to eliminate the dependency between data and switching activity in the previously presented dual-rail circuits. This technique uses two spacers, which means that it uses two possible values for circuit signals (complementary signals of \( a \), \( \{a_0, a_1\} \), precharge to \{0,0\} or \{1,1\}) to precharge them to the same voltage value. As an example, for a signal \( a \), composed of \( \{a_0, a_1\} \) in dual-rail mode, the precharge spacers will be \{0,0\} or \{1,1\} instead of \{0,0\}, such as in the case of SABL or WDDL, alternating in time within the dual-rail logic framework. This technique is based on standard gates and is compatible with conventional digital design flow due to the tool provided by the authors called “Verimap design kit”, which successfully interfaces with CADENCE tools. The main drawback is the overhead in area and the complexity added by the use of two spacers.

WDDL and DSDRL suffer from the early evaluation effect [25–27], which the presented secure library (SecLib) overcomes [28]. SecLib is based on standard cell gates, and the designed secure gates are compatible with standard cell libraries. SecLib is a DPL style making changes at protocol, architecture, and backend levels. At the protocol level, it first performs one computation and then reinitializes the nets, placing them in the same electrical state. At the architecture level, they use DPL implementations precharging the nets to “0”, and avoiding early propagation by the resynchronization of input arrivals using symmetric Muller C-elements [29]. Finally, they developed a secured routing methodology
for differential routing, called shielded design rule checking (DRC)-clean backend duplication. The main drawback of SecLib is the area overhead, which has the advantage of being a logic style compatible with standard libraries.

Another alternative, to avoid the well-known early propagation effect, is balanced cell-based dual-rail Logic (BCDL) [30]. Apart from the dual precharge logic, BCDL includes a synchronization scheme on bundle data that avoids the early propagation effect. A generic BCDL gate is depicted in Figure 6a, where the input PRE is the global precharge signal. Among the advantages of using this logic style are the reduced area compared with other DPL logic styles, the elimination of the undesirable early propagation effect, and the capability to detect simple faults when considering fault injection attacks. The drawbacks are the need for a balanced place and route as well as a frequency degradation.

Another WDDL-like approach that aims to remove the early propagation effect called DPL-noEE is presented in [26]. DPL-noEE is presented as an alternative to WDDL for FPGA implementations, but, with minor modifications, it can also be adapted for ASICs. DPL-noEE is inspired by BCDL, which also tries to remove the undesirable early evaluation effect. The input signals \( a/\overline{a} \) and \( b/\overline{b} \) are connected to the same look-up table (LUT) that gives the output \( Q/\overline{Q} \) depending on the gate function. This DPL-based logic is obtained with a mask-encoding implementation of the LUT for each combinational gate having two operation phases. In the precharge phase, both inputs are invalid when both \( (a/\overline{a}) \) or \( (a/\overline{a}) \) have \( (0/0) \) or \( (1/1) \) values. In the evaluation phase, the input values are valid when \( (a/\overline{a}) \) or \( (b/\overline{b}) \) have \( (0/1) \) or \( (1/0) \) values. For the DPL-noEE, the authors use a custom tool that converts the single-rail implementation to dual-rail called vDuplicate. In addition to routing issues, the work of [31] showed that DPL-noEE only prevents early propagation in the evaluation phase; however, the transitions at the precharge phase are still data dependent.

To completely remove the early propagation effect on DPL-noEE, another FPGA-based logic style to counteract power analysis attacks without the early propagation effect in both precharge and the evaluation phases is presented in [31], called asynchronous WDDL (AWDDL). For this purpose, an asynchronous design of WDDL is proposed where the FPGA LUTs are used to generate the gate outputs depending on the function of the gate, as in DPL-noEE. On the contrary, the use of emulated S-R latches in AWDDL and the asynchronous design concept guarantees no early propagation effect in both precharge and evaluation phases [31]. As in other DPL families, AWDDL need a balanced place and route process; thus, to mitigate the routing imbalances, a customized place and route tool is used. Although AWDDL improves the early propagation effect, it is noticeable that even when using specific place and route tools to achieve a symmetric implementation in FPGAs, it is impossible to achieve a fully differential routing leading to small leakages, but they can be drastically reduced.

Reduced complementary dynamic and differential logic (RCDDL) [32], was presented as an alternative to WDDL. RCDDL was designed to improve WDDL in terms of security strength and average power consumption, but making it compatible with WDDL gates, so they could be used in conjunction to achieve improved logic functionality. In RCDDL, the complemented output \( \overline{Q} \) is implemented by reusing part of the non-complemented output
logic tree $Q$. As in WDDL, to ensure dynamic operation, the precharge phase is propagated as a wave along the circuit. RCDDL has two operation phases: (i) precharge phase, where the logical “0” is propagated as a wave through all differential inputs of the circuit; and (ii) evaluation phase, which produces the output $Q$ and its complement $\overline{Q}$. The structure of an RCDDL gate is depicted in Figure 6b, where four parts can be identified. Segments 1 and 2 constitute the uncomplemented logic designed as a sum of products of the expression; segments 1, 3, and 4 constitute the complementary logic, where the outputs from segment 1 are inverted and provided to segment 4, then segment 3 generates the precharge signals and segment 4 is the force gate generating the complement of the function in segment 2. The main drawback of RCDDL is that when connecting in serial several RCDDL gates, there is a differential delay introduced between the inputs to the force gate (segment 1) during evaluation state, which, for certain inputs, causes glitches in the output. Moreover, the design complexity (gate design is not straightforward and force gates need resizing) as well as the area penalty make RCDDL not a good logic style option for low-power secure applications.

The authors in [33] present the low-power variant of the metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) current mode logic (MCML) for DPA-resistant applications (initially designed for low-power and high-speed applications) achieving low switching noise due to its reduced output voltage swing and differential operation. The structure of an MCML gate, depicted in Figure 7a, is composed of three different blocks: (i) the current source, implemented by the bottom $n$-channel metal-oxide semiconductor (NMOS) transistor providing a constant bias current; (ii) the DPDN implemented with NMOS transistors and realizing the functionality of the gate; and (iii) the load resistors, implemented with two $p$-channel metal-oxide semiconductor (PMOS) transistors serving as active resistors. The main drawback is the high static power consumption of the gate, which is not a good option for portable devices and medium- and low-frequency applications. To solve this problem, the authors in [34] present the logic style called power-gating MCML (PG-MCML). This logic style is based on the power-gating technique in which sleep transistors are inserted into the power supply. The main drawback of this logic style is the design complexity, but it has the advantage of having reduced power consumption values.

In [35] the authors present a dynamic logic style called 3-state dynamic logic (3sDL) based on signals with three possible states: logical “1” with the value of $V_{dd}$, logical “0” with the value of $GND$, and finally a third state with the value of $V_{dd}/2$. The structure of this logic style is depicted in Figure 7b, where the differential outputs $Q$ and $\overline{Q}$ go from \{1,0\} or \{0,1\} for the function value “1” or “0”, respectively, in the evaluation phase with $CLK = 1$, and then to $V_{dd}/2$ in the precharge phase with $CLK = 0$. The main advantages of this logic style are that the operation frequency is faster than other DPL styles because the swing required for the transition is halved, starting from $V_{dd}/2$, and the direct cascability of 3sDL gates. The main drawbacks are the need for differential routing and the design of the capacitance $C_{DUMMY}$ exactly equal to the value of $C_{OUT}$.
The same feature of using three-state logic was also used in [36], presenting the three-state differential dynamic logic (3sDDL). The structure of 3sDDL is depicted in Figure 7c. With CLK = 0, the gate is in the precharge phase with Q and \(\bar{Q}\) to \(V_{dd}/2\) value, in the evaluation phase with \(CLK = 1\), the outputs \(Q\) and \(\bar{Q}\) go to values \{1, 0\} or \{0, 1\}, respectively, depending on the logic function implemented in the DPDN. It has the same advantages as 3sDL, but in this case it is not necessary to design the capacitance \(C_{DUMMY}\). As main drawbacks, it has the need for differential place and route as well as a good symmetry in the DPDN, and the fact that it requires a full custom design.

In [37], the authors present the three-phase dual-rail precharge logic (TDPL), as an enhancement of the SABL logic style, to avoid the need of differential routing due to imbalances on output capacitances. The TDPL structure is depicted in Figure 8a, and it works in three different phases, namely precharge, evaluation, and discharge phases. In the precharge phase, the output nodes are precharged to \(V_{dd}\) in the evaluation phase, one of the differential branches of the DPDN is discharged by implementing the functionality of the gate and having in the output the values of \(Q\) and \(\bar{Q}\) as \{1, 0\} or \{0, 1\}; and, finally, in the discharge phase, the output \(Q\) or \(\bar{Q}\) with value \(V_{dd}\) is also discharged. As the output wires are precharged to \(V_{dd}\) and discharged to GND, the power consumption of the gate remains constant even in the presence of output capacitance mismatches, which is the main advantage of this logic style. The main drawbacks are the increment in the power consumption and the need of generating charge, evaluation, and discharge signals following a specific timing diagram.

Figure 8. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) TDPL, (b) TSPL, and (c) DDPL.

In [38], the authors present the three-phase single-rail precharge logic (TSPL), based on TDPL but which eliminates the need for complementary outputs. TSPL is a dynamic logic family that operates with three different phases, namely, precharge (PRE, the output \(Q\) is charged to \(V_{DD}\)), evaluation (EVAL, the output \(Q\) is discharged depending on the inputs and the implemented gate functionality), and discharge (DCH, the output is always discharged). In Figure 8b, the schematic of the generic TSPL n-gate is depicted. The main advantages are the single rail implementation scheme and the resilience against process variations as it does not require special place and routing to balance output loads. The main disadvantages are the security level, being more vulnerable than TDPL or WDDL, and the overhead area.

As in the case of TSPL, the delay-based dual-rail precharge logic (DDPL) is insensitive to unbalanced load conditions, so it allows for the use of a semi-custom design flow with automatic place and routing without any constraints in the routing of the complementary wires [39]. However, in contrast to TDPL, it operates in two phases, namely precharge (output lines precharged to \(V_{DD}\) value) and evaluation phases (both output lines discharged to \(V_{SS}\), but maintaining the insensitivity to unbalanced load conditions. DDPL is based on time-enclosed logic (TEL) encoding [40], where the information is represented in the time domain, the logical value 1 being represented by a positive relative delay in the output lines \(Q\) and \(\bar{Q}\), and the logical value 0 by a negative relative delay in \(Q\) and \(\bar{Q}\). This means that to represent logical 1, as both differential branches are discharged to \(V_{SS}\) in the evaluation
phase, the positive branch $Q$ is discharged at a specific time before the negative branch $\overline{Q}$. In the other case, to represent 0, the negative branch $\overline{Q}$ is discharged before the positive branch $Q$. Therefore, as in TDPL, both outputs are precharged and discharged within the operating cycles. Due to the chosen data encoding, a single control signal is sufficient as in standard dual-rail logic. The structure of DDPL is shown in Figure 8c. The main advantage of DDPL is that it is insensitive to unbalanced outputs; thus, a standard place and routing process can be applied. As main drawbacks, it needs a standard CMOS to DDPL converter, where the delay of the output signal transitions must be specified, and that it suffers from the well-known early propagation effect [41].

To avoid this early propagation effect, the authors in [41] present an optimization of the logic-style DDPL based on TEL encoding plus the DPDN optimization methodologies presented in [42,43], called improved DDPL (iDDPL). The aim of iDDPL is to balance not only the energy in a clock cycle, but also the instantaneous power consumption, reducing also the area and power consumption compared to other logic styles [41]. The operation of the iDDPL gate is the same as in DDPL and its scheme is shown in Figure 9a. Its structure is a combination of the DDPL [39] gate, and the DPDN optimization presented in [42] plus the dual switch optimization method presented in [43]. First, in [42], the authors present a design methodology to achieve fully symmetrical DPDNs and avoid the early propagation effect, where it must be ensured that the same number of NMOS transistors in series is maintained, creating a discharge path for each internal node of the DPDN, and trying to have the same number of transistors connected to output nodes of the DPDN structure. Thus, the gate will operate with a constant delay (RC value), regardless of the specific input values. Second, as shown in Figure 9a, in the iDDPL gate there are two NMOS transistors (P1 and P2) connected to the internal nodes of the DPDN of the gate to avoid the memory effect due to internal capacitance of the pull-down network. This modification was first presented in [43], where a design methodology for the optimization of DPDN networks of generic DPL gates was presented. Two different methods are presented to eliminate the memory effect of the internal nodes: the single switch and the dual switch solution. In the first case, one PMOS transistor is added to equalize the voltage at both internal nodes of the differential DPDN branches. In the second case, two PMOS transistors connected to $V_{DD}$ are placed in the internal nodes to fix their voltage to $V_{DD}$ in the precharge phase, which is the selection of the iDDPL gate structure. The combination of DDPL structure along with DPDN modifications makes iDDPL superior to DDPL in terms of security, avoiding the early propagation effect. The main drawback of this logic style is the need of a full custom library and the need of a CMOS to iDDPL converter, as in the case of DDPL.

![Figure 9. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) iDDPL and (b) DDCVSL.](image)

Modified domino differential cascode voltage switch logic (DDCVSL) was also first presented as an alternative to the standard static CMOS logic family, which tends to be faster and requires fewer transistors [44], but not for security applications as in the case of DyCML. DDCVSL is based on the basic differential cascode voltage switch logic (DCVSL) [45] and its first evaluation for security application was in [46]. The structure of the DDCVSL, depicted in Figure 9b, is composed of DPUN and DPDN structures, with a clocked NMOS transistor
connecting the DPDN with GND. DDCVSL has first a precharge phase where both outputs are set at the same voltage value; then, in the evaluation phase, both the output $Q$ and $\overline{Q}$ are generated, having then always one, and only one, output transition. Although being faster and smaller than most of the gate-level logic styles evaluated in this section, the security level depends to a great extent on the symmetry of the layout and the place and route process. Its main drawbacks are the need for a full custom library design, as well as the impossibility of using a standard design flow.

Low swing current mode logic (LSCML) is presented in [46] as a self-timed differential logic style. It consists of a dynamic current source, a precharge circuit, a DPDN that implements the logic function, a latch to maintain the logic output value after evaluation, and a feedback circuit onto the dynamic current source, implemented by two PMOS transistors, as shown in Figure 10a. It obtains better results in terms of security compared with the DyCML logic style, but at the cost of degrading the maximum operating frequency, area, and power consumption. Again, as a full custom logic style, we need a special design process, since it is impossible to apply a standard design flow. A negative aspect of LSCML is that the source capacitances of the PMOS transistors in the feedback circuit increase the parasitic capacitances at the output nodes, and this negatively affects both the delay and power consumption. To improve this aspect, the authors in [47] present the improved feedback low swing current mode logic (IFLSCML), where the sources of the PMOS transistors in the feedback circuit will be connected to $V_{DD}$, as depicted in Figure 10b.

![Figure 10. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) LSCML, (b) IFLSCML, and (c) STTL.](image)

As both the LSCML and IFLSCML gates have the feedback circuit that limits the performance of the gates slowing the completion signal, the authors in [47] present the dynamic differential swing limited logic (DDSLL). The aim of the proposal of this logic style is to achieve similar security levels to SABL or DyCML but with less degradation in performance. Similarly to the DyCML logic style, DDSLL operates in a self-timing scheme, featuring a precharge phase where all outputs are charged to $V_{DD}$ and an evaluation phase giving as output the $Q$ and its complemented $\overline{Q}$. The operating frequency is better than DyCML, but the overhead in area and power consumption and security degradation do not place this logic as a clear choice over other logics.

As seen above, the dual-rail logic styles appear as an interesting option to counteract DPA attacks [48] by striving to have a power consumption independent of the data being processed. However, the achieved security level strongly depends not only on the logic gates itself but also on the place and routing process. The expected security level is achieved if and only if both the power consumption and the propagation delays of dual-rail gates are data-independent according to the following assumptions: (i) all the inputs of the gates are controlled by identical drivers; (ii) the switching process starts always at the same time; and (iii) both the non-complemented $Q$ and complemented output $\overline{Q}$ nodes are loaded by capacitances of identical value [48]. To eliminate this weakness of dual-rail logic, authors in [49] present the secure triple-track logic (STTL) as an enhancement of WDDL. The main characteristics of STTL are the quasi-data-independent computation time and power consumption, achieved thanks to the introduction of a third rail indicating whenever the output data are stable and valid or not. In the structure of STTL, it is depicted in Figure 10c, where the signals $a_v$, $b_v$, and $Q_v$ are the validity signals. The main drawback
of this logic style is the power consumption increment as well as the complexity and impact on the frequency given the addition of a third rail to control the availability of data (this signal is intentionally delayed with regard to the data signal pairs). The main advantage is that it avoids the early propagation effect and can be implemented using both full-custom logic or standard cells.

As a complement to existing higher-level DPA countermeasures, authors in [50] present the randomized multilopology logic (RMTL), with which they try to solve the problems resulting from the physical implementation of other logic styles that are still vulnerable given the process variations that can never be perfectly symmetric. The RMTL logic style focuses on gate-level randomization as a hardware-implementation-level solution, where each gate of a circuit can be configured during run time to have different power profiles. The random selection of the used topology is made with a control signal that can be generated using a random number generator (RNG). The RMTL gate is based on standard CMOS logic and is composed of a pull-up network (PUN) and a pull-down network (PDN), with the addition of four transistors. The schematic of a generic RMTL n-gate is depicted in Figure 11a. The main advantage of this logic style is that it is not vulnerable to process variations as it does not need a perfect symmetry in its physical implementation. The main disadvantage is that it is based on the power consumption randomization and is widely known to be vulnerable to DPA attacks, if not implemented along with other complementary countermeasures, and there is need of an RNG.

![Figure 11. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) RMTL and (b) SDML.](image)

The authors of [51] present a DPL scheme called glitch-free duplication (GliFreD) that has been exclusively designed for FPGA platforms. The proposal is a combination of the approach presented in [52] which considers a register at the output of each LUT and the work presented in [53], where each LUT is enabled by at least one global signal. In this sense, GliFreD uses two basic components, the LUTs and flip-flops (FFs), where at least one FF is placed right after the LUTs to avoid direct propagation from one LUT to the other. The whole circuit is duplicated to obtain the complemented circuitry. GliFreD overcomes the well-known early propagation issue, prevents glitches, uses an isolated dual-rail concept, and mitigates imbalanced routing. It is also possible to implement GliFreD in a pipeline fashion, called GliFreD-P [51]. The main drawback of GliFreD is the need to generate two additional control signals, \( \text{active}1 \) and \( \text{active}2 \), apart from \( \text{clk} \) in a specific configuration with respect to \( \text{clk} \). This translates into an increment in design complexity and an area increment due to the required placement of at least one FF between two connected LUTs.

As an alternative to existing logic styles, secure differential multiplexer logic using pass transistors (SDML\(_p\)) was presented [54]. For the pass-transistors logic styles, although extensively analyzed from the perspective of area and power consumption, their use for security applications was first introduced in [54]. More concretely, the complementary
pass-transistor logics (CPL) would be a potential candidate due to their symmetrical structure and differential logic for secure applications. However, they are unable to fulfill the requirement to have a single switching event per clock cycle. To solve this issue, SDMLP is introduced based on CPL, as depicted in Figure 11b. As in DPL styles, SDMLP has two transition networks, one controlling the evaluation (NMOS network) and the other one the predischarge phases (PMOS network). In Figure 11b, transistors P3, P4, P9, and P10 are used to propagate the predischarge signal when both S and \( \overline{S} \) are forced to 0 in the predischarge phase, and transistors P1, P2, P7, and P8 control the evaluation phase when S and \( \overline{S} \) are valid. Unfortunately, SDMLP also suffers from the early propagation effect, being vulnerable to DPAs.

Following a similar design strategy to SDMLP, the authors of [55] presented the look-up-table-based differential logic (LBDL), combining the idea of LUT and differential logic. Instead of storing the gate functionality in bit cells and being the address of the input signal, the authors replace directly the bit cells with \( V_{DD} \) and \( GND \) to compose the LUT-based logic gates. As an example, an AND/NAND LBDL structure is shown in Figure 12a. Note that the gate functionality configuration is achieved with the \( V_{DD} \) and \( GND \) inputs on the left, the NMOS transistors compose the evaluation tree, and the PMOS transistors the precharge logic. Although the operating frequency is decreased and the average power consumption is greater than WDDL, for the same area overhead, LBDL shows less power consumption variations. However, it requires a full custom library design, as well as a balanced place and routing process.

![Figure 12. Gate-level hiding logic styles: (a) LBDL and (b) SC-DDPL.](image)

Standard cell delay-based dual-rail precharge logic (SC-DDPL) [56] is presented as an alternative logic style implemented with standard gates, and is secure even in the presence of capacitive mismatch at the output signals and is suitable to be implemented both in FPGA or ASIC. SC-DDPL is based on standard cell DPL logic styles using the TEL encoding scheme. Remember that other logic styles based on return-to-zero (RTZ) protocol encode the logic values in the voltage domain, whereas in TEL, the logic value is encoded in the time domain as a difference in time between the two dual-rail signals. The structure of a SC-DDPL AND/NAND gate is depicted in Figure 12b. Notice that a three-input NAND gate (G1) is placed with two of its inputs connected to \( V_{DD} \) to preserve gate symmetry and load capacitances. Obviously, one needs a CMOS to TEL standard cell converter to adapt the single rail circuitry outputs provided to the SC-DDPL circuitry.

To protect cryptographic implementations not only from DPA attacks but also from timing attacks, the dual-spacer dual-rail delay-insensitive logic (D3L) was proposed [57]. It is based on threshold gates and decouples power consumption from the processed data by using dual spacers, separating timing–data correlation by inserting random delays. Instead of using a precharge value as in RTZ (0 value), in D3L two spacers are used: the (0/0) and (1/1). The data are valid when inputs \( a/\overline{a} \) are 0/1 or 1/0, and the signals are precharged alternatively in each clock cycle between 0/0 and 1/1. Although D3L prevents power and timing attacks, it is important to notice that D3L counteracts only timing attacks if
randomized delays are inserted into the gate design. This implies adding extra circuitry to the gates composed of two PMOS and four NMOS transistors, and control signals to change the randomized delay values [58]. This implies extra design effort and performance degradation.

It is clear from the above-presented approaches that a large amount of logic styles and gate-level hiding countermeasures have been presented in the last years. To summarize the most relevant solutions, Table 1 presents an overview of the most important characteristics. To better compare them, the performance and security figures presented are normalized compared to the static CMOS counterpart. This standardization has been carried out as follows. In the case of parameters such as area, maximum operating frequency, and power consumption, we have relied on the data presented by the reference sources included in columns 1 and 2, where the countermeasure overhead is calculated directly with the reference CMOS implementation also provided by the authors. Note that this is important in order to be able to compare the countermeasures with each other, as they can be FPGA or ASIC implementations, or just simulation-based gate-level results. For example, related to area values, some related works present their results as number of transistors, while others as occupied area on an ASIC, or even the number of LUTs on an FPGA. In the cases where authors do not directly compare their implementations with CMOS counterparts, the overhead values are depicted with regard to another countermeasure, which are directly compared in the same referenced work. When the authors provide results relative to different implementations, using the same countermeasure and design flow, a range of maximum and minimum values are presented.

It is important to keep in mind that there are numerous ways of evaluating the security levels of countermeasures against DPA. Some present “indirect” measurements of security levels, in which direct DPA attacks metrics are not present, but offer a value that estimates the complexity of the attack to break our system. Others present “direct” metrics that give as a result the number of traces needed to break the system but do not characterize the acquisition system. Although the same metric may be used to determine the security levels, the measurement setups differ greatly, where we can find FPGA or ASIC implementations, different algorithms of a different nature, or simply measurement environments where the equipment is not the same or simply the results are simulation-based. For this reason, herein a factor of security is presented, with respect to the implementation of the CMOS standard, based on the same attack scenario performed by the same authors.

Qualitative data for the security level are expressed as > or < in reference to a specific proposal, indicating if a proposal is more or less secure than the related work, when the authors do not provide specific data. The lack of a standard procedure to measure the security of a given proposal makes it unfeasible to provide a full quantitative comparison. Table 1 also includes a mention of the used design methodology: dedicated full-custom vs automatic back-end standard CMOS design process (STD). In the same way, also explained when the proposals were presented, it is mentioned if they require special place and route for additional DPA protection. In this sense, semi-custom design flows have been proposed to achieve a more accurate balance of differential parasitic capacitance lines. For example, in [17], the “fat-wire” method is presented to achieve balanced interconnect loads. Their approach can be applied on top of commercial electronic design automation (EDA) tools and consists of routing each output pair as one fat wire, the width of the fat wire being one of two parallel wires, and then splitting the fat wire into the two differential lines. Another approach to differential place and routing, also compatible with commercial EDA tools, is the “backend duplication” method presented in [18]. In this approach, the design is first placed and routed using single-ended gates, and then duplicating the resulting design adding the complementary gates. This implies using standard gates or splitting the differential full custom gates into their complemented and non-complemented functions to apply this method, having the consequent increment in area and power consumption in the case of full-custom designs. A more detailed comparison is presented in Section 5.
### Table 1. Gate-level hiding performance and security-normalized values with respect to CMOS logic style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Style</th>
<th>Data Reference</th>
<th>Based on</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Special P&amp;R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>NA ¹</td>
<td>STD ²</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DDL [36]</td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>47.5-85.25</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DL [35]</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>0.67-0.71</td>
<td>2.95-3.11</td>
<td>7.69-50.78</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWDDL [31]</td>
<td>[31,31]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>&lt;WDDL</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>DPL-noEE</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCDDL [30]</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-SSL [14]</td>
<td>[14,59]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>0.38-0.45 × SABL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS [57]</td>
<td>[57,58]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>&lt;CMOS</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDCVL [44]</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>~0.8 × DyCML</td>
<td>~1.68 × DyCML</td>
<td>~2.70 × DyCML</td>
<td>~1.16 × DyCML</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDPL [39]</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>&gt;0.75 × SABL</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;1.86 × SABL</td>
<td>&gt;7.97 × SABL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDSL [60]</td>
<td>[47,60,61]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>1.13–1.45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>&gt;LSCML</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-WDDL [20]</td>
<td>[19,20]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPL-noEE [26]</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSDDL [24]</td>
<td>[24,25]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>2.08–2.27</td>
<td>~WDDL</td>
<td>~2.11–2.27</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWDD [8]</td>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>~WDDL</td>
<td>~WDDL</td>
<td>~WDDL</td>
<td>~WDDL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DyCML [15]</td>
<td>[9,15,36,59]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>0.81–2.66</td>
<td>0.58–3.7</td>
<td>0.47–4.99</td>
<td>9.6–27.29</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GliFred [51]</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GliFred-P [51]</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDRL [23]</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iDDPL [40]</td>
<td>[40,41]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.76 × SABL</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>&gt;SABL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFLSCLM [47]</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>~1.10 × DyCML</td>
<td>~DyCML</td>
<td>~0.77 × DyCML</td>
<td>~DyCML</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iWDD [22]</td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>2 × WDDL</td>
<td>0.5 × WDDL</td>
<td>~2 × WDD</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBDDL [35]</td>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>0.98 × WDDL</td>
<td>1.16 × WDDL</td>
<td>1.44 × WDDL</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCML [66]</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>~1.10 × DyCML</td>
<td>~0.64 × DyCML</td>
<td>~1.09 × DyCML</td>
<td>~1.69 × DyCML</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM [33]</td>
<td>[33,34]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2360</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG-MCM [34]</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCDDL [32]</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMTL [50]</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABL [7]</td>
<td>[37,38,40,62]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>1.8–3.27</td>
<td>0.51 × DyCML</td>
<td>1.91–7.98</td>
<td>14–166</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-DDP [56]</td>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>&gt;2.42 × WDDL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDRL [8]</td>
<td>[5,20]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>2 × WDDL</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2 × WDDL</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDMLP [54]</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecLib [58]</td>
<td>[26,30,63-65]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>15.09–28.00</td>
<td>0.25–0.5</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>~10 × WDD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STTL [49]</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>FC/STD</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDPL [37]</td>
<td>[37,38]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>&gt;SABL</td>
<td>0.71–0.96</td>
<td>1.47–2.83</td>
<td>&gt;SABL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDP [38]</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>&gt;WDDL</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDD [8]</td>
<td>[8,19,23,30,32,38,54,56,63,64,66,67]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>2.47–11.82</td>
<td>0.20–0.94</td>
<td>1.70–13.50</td>
<td>6.02–119.73</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ NA = not available. ² STD: standard cells. ³ FC: full-custom.

### 4. Gate-Level Masking

Depending on the complexity of the design or the security level required for a given implementation, there are three different ways in which the mask values associated with a gate-level masking implementation can be generated [3,68]: (i) use one mask for each generated signals; (ii) use a single mask for a group of signals; or (iii) use the same mask for the entire implementation.

These strategies result in greater or lesser complexity in the design phase. For example, using a single mask for the entire implementation allows for a smaller implementation, but is less secure than using one mask for each generated signal. Consequently, this last option implies an increase in the design complexity since a greater number of random masks are needed for the correct operation of the countermeasure.
In this section, a detailed description of the structure and functionality of each masking logic style proposed in the literature is provided. Following the indications of the previous sections, the reader can go to the end of the section for a summary of all the main features and comparison.

One of the first approaches of gate-level masking was presented in [12] in 2001, where functions are masked using one of the two different methods: look-up table masking or the use of multiplexer trees apparatus. Although these techniques are typically applicable on an higher design level, single masked gates can also be implemented. Specifically, the application of this multiplexer method was also studied in [69], where two additional techniques are presented to implement masking at the gate level, namely, the use of the XOR technique to mask the AND and OR gates, and the implementation of the multiplexer technique using AND and OR gates. This study was later extended in [70].

In 2003 [71], the masked-AND logic style was presented (further analyzed and studied in [69,72] in 2004). This masked-AND gate, depicted in Figure 13a, implements the AND operation of \(a\) and \(b\), with \(Q\) as output. The gate has as inputs the masked values \(a_m\) and \(b_m\), and the respective mask values \(m_a\) and \(m_b\), outputting the mask \(m_Q\) and the masked output value \(Q_m\). Given that, this work only focuses on the combinational logic for the advanced encryption standard (AES) substitution-box (Sbox) implementation, using XOR and AND gates, and given that the XOR gates are linear operation, not needing to be unmasked, the masking manipulation is performed on the AND gates. The masked-AND technique requires the generation of a mask for each of the signals, implying the generation of many masks as there are signals in the implementation. The area increase is approximately \(\times 3.86\), while the frequency degradation is \(\times 0.58\). The power consumption is expected to increase proportionally to the increase in area caused by the masked AND gates [10].

![Figure 13. Gate-level masking hardware countermeasures.](image)

The previous presented implementations [12,69,71], although protected by “secure” schemes, still leak side-channel information in presence of glitches which can be exploited by DPA attacks [73]. Given this, a logical style based on standard cells resistant to DPA attacks in the presence of glitches called FGL was presented [74]. At the same time that gate-level masking countermeasures were presented, gate-level hiding countermeasures were also introduced, with great results in terms of security.
The first approaches using gate-level hiding countermeasures try to equalize the power consumption of the gate using complementary operations, being dependent on wire length or fan-out, which often makes the design very difficult. To solve this problem, the authors in [10] propose the masked logic style called random switching logic (RSL). This logic style does not require complementary operations and processes original signals and a mask simultaneously having the following two properties: (i) RSL uses the same random mask for all the signals and (ii) needs an enable signal that executes operations while \( en = 1 \), otherwise drives 0. Figure 13b depicts a NAND gate implemented in RSL logic style, where \( a, b \) are input signals, \( \overline{en} \) the complemented enable signal, \( m \) is the random mask, and \( Q \) is the output. The authors also present a solution for FPGA implementations, called RSLUT, based on look-up table implementations. The main design drawbacks of RSL are that it needs a full-custom gate design and the generation of the enable signal and the random mask.

In [11], the authors present MDPL (masked dual-rail precharge logic), a masked logic style that prevents glitches by using the dual-rail precharge principle. It can be classified as a hiding or masking countermeasure as it is a mix of both techniques. Hence, for each masked signal \( a_m \), its complementary masked signal \( \overline{a_m} \) is also present in the circuit, every signal being masked with the same mask \( m \). The MDPL AND gate, based on CMOS majority gates, is depicted in Figure 13c, having six dual-rail inputs \((a_m, \overline{a_m}, b_m, \overline{b_m}, m, \overline{m})\) and producing two output values \((Q_m, \overline{Q_m})\). The main design drawback of this implementation is the need to generate a random mask but a single one for the entire design.

Unfortunately, later it was shown that the RSL and MDPL implementations were vulnerable to the well-known early propagation effects [27,75], with successful attacks presented in [76,77]. To solve this problem in RSL, a new logic style was presented, called DRSL (dual-rail random switching logic) [78]. DRSL prevents glitches by using a precharging protocol to reduce early propagation effects while removing routing constraints, introducing a random mask. DRSL is based on RSL (e.g., uses an RSL NAND gate with an evaluation-precharge detection unit (EPDU) to implement an NAND DRSL gate [78]) and MDPL, but as an advantage over MDPL by avoiding side-channel leakage caused by asynchronous inputs. However, according to the analysis in [76], DRSL does not completely avoid the early propagation effect in the precharge phase. The input signals arriving at different moments can still precharge the DRSL gates given that the EPDU still allows for some precharge to happen. The main design drawback is the need to generate a mask for the entire implementation and the differential implementation of the design, although it does not need special place and routing. Another improvement of DRSL is briefly presented in [79], consisting of implementing DRSL in positive logic. This solution has a cost in CMOS logic, since inverting gates are smaller than non-inverting ones.

To solve the early propagation effect in MDPL, a new logic style called iMDPL (improved MDPL) was proposed [76], where the authors include an EPDU, which generates 0 at its output only if all input signals are in a differential state. Evaluation of iMDPL gates over CMOS and MDPL presented in [80] suggests that the main drawback of this design is the need to generate a random mask for the whole design. In [76], MDL was also shown to have lower security levels than DPL logics [7,8,37].

As in the case of MDPL, where both hiding and masking techniques are implemented together in the same logic style to withstand DPA attacks, masked-SABL is also presented [81]. In this case, the authors include in the SABL logic style the use of a mask \( m \) to prevent the unbalance produced in the circuit connections due to aging. Modification of the SALB logic style is performed in the DPDN structure, as shown in Figure 13d. In each of the differential branches, an NMOS transistor is placed, one controlled by the mask \( m \) and the other one with its complement signal \( \overline{m} \). This implies complementing or not the functionality of the gate depending on the mask value, having at the output \( Q(\overline{Q}) \) the result of the function \( f(\overline{f}) \) implemented by the gate if the mask is 0 and \( \overline{f}(f) \) if the mask is 1. It is important to note that the security level reached by SABL depends directly on the imbalances of the output capacitance, so this enhanced logic style is expected to improve
the security level even if the problem of aging is not taken into account. However, it still requires a differential place and routing process to reach the highest security level. The main drawbacks are the area overhead, as the DPDN is almost duplicated compared with standard SABL, and the need for a full-custom design.

Despite the masking logic styles presented above, using a single bit to mask is still susceptible to DPA attacks, as presented in [82]. The authors conclude that the mask bit value can be determined by a first analysis of the power consumption traces. For this reason, logic styles that use both masking and hiding techniques are potentially capable of achieving better security levels, as well as resistance against aging effects, as considered in [81].

Table 2 summarizes the performance and security values for the discussed approaches, normalizing with respect to the CMOS logic style. Data have been obtained from different sources, so Table 2 shows in some cases ranges of values or direct comparisons with other implementations. For more information, please refer to the references indicated in the second column.

Table 2. Gate-level masking performance and security normalized values with respect to CMOS logic style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Style</th>
<th>Data Reference</th>
<th>Based on</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Special P&amp;R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRSL [78]</td>
<td>[78,79]</td>
<td>FC/STD ²</td>
<td>2–7.5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>&gt;MDPL</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iMDPL [76]</td>
<td>[80]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>18–19</td>
<td>0.2–0.3</td>
<td>&gt;MDPL</td>
<td>90–120</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASKED-AND [71]</td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;CMOS</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masked-SABL [81]</td>
<td>[81]</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>1.19 × SABL</td>
<td>0.88 × SABL</td>
<td>=SABL</td>
<td>3 × SABL</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPL [11]</td>
<td>[11,76,83]</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>0.5–0.6</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSL [10]</td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>FC/STD ²</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;MASKED-AND ⁴</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ NA = not available. ² Full-custom (FC) for RSL and based on standard gates (STD) in FPGA implementations RSLUT. ³ CMOS < MDPL < WDDL < DRSL. ⁴ CMOS < MASKED-AND < WDDL < RSL.

5. Comparative Analysis

The comparison between performances, features, and security levels of these proposals is not easy to carry out, given the variety of approaches and considered technologies. However, a comparative analysis is presented here using the normalized values shown in Tables 1 and 2. This analysis starts by first comparing countermeasures in the same category. Comparison between masking and hiding techniques can be unfair due to the different nature of the operations. The presented analysis is based on the figures resulting from the area vs delay cost of each solution and from the relation between area delay product vs security. The first one gives an idea of the complexity and operation speed, while the second one represents the security with respect to the general performance cost. Overall, the selection of one approach rather than another depends on the required security level and the resulting impact in terms of performance and cost, which depends on the specific application and available technology.

5.1. Gate-Level Hiding

To better analyze the values presented in Table 1, they are depicted in Figures 14 and 15, showing the area vs. delay and the area-delay product (ADP) vs. security metrics. To clarify the clustered values, zoom-in view is also shown.
Figure 14. Area vs. delay of gate-level hiding countermeasures.

Figure 15. ADP vs. security of gate-level hiding countermeasures.
From Figure 14, it can be clearly seen that the 26 most cost-effective proposals are located in the bottom left corner. The potential selection for low area and with a low performance impact should be kept within these zoomed squares. These values show that all the hiding techniques require extra hardware compared to CMOS, with GliFred and GliFred-P being the fastest ones. It can also be seen that CML-based and SABL-based solutions have a linear growth between area and speed, with TSPL being the one with the best area–performance ratio. As seen below, this solution also presents an interesting security level.

Regarding the security level, Figure 15 depicts the distribution of these solutions according to their security levels vs ADP values, with the upper-left corner ones suggesting the best security cost trade-off.

It is clear that the lack of quantified values for the security level does not facilitate a fair comparison. Often the only information provided by the authors is “this proposal is more secure than that proposal”. To fairly assess each solution in terms of their relative security, the following relation was used, based on the comparisons presented on each state-of-the-art paper:

- In [36], DyCML < SABL < 3sDDL.
- In [31], WDDL < DPL_noEE < AWDDL.
- In [14], CRSABL < SABL.
- In [46], DyCML < DDCVSL < LSCML.
- In [39], DyCML < SABL < DDPL.
- In [47], DyCML < IFLSCML < LSCML < DDSLL.
- In [9], DDCVSL < DyCML < SABL.
- In [51], DPL_noEE < BCRL < AWDDL.
- In [38], WDDL < TSPL < TDPL.

Notice that in [9] and [46], the DyCML and DDCVSL proposals have contradictory results, but it is important to notice that both have security levels within the same order of magnitude.

The zoomed areas contain specific values for the security level in terms of order of magnitude above CMOS. These specific solutions can be considered acceptable. The best security results are clearly achieved by the SecLib and DDPL solutions. However, these require further validation, other than their authors. While SecLib presents a partially higher security level, it does so with a significantly higher area-performance cost. With identical results between each other, BCDL, SDMLp, TSPL, HDRL, and SABL show consistent security-performance figures.

Combining all the figures, BCDL, SDMLp, TSPL, HDRL, and SABL are the most promising proposals, but it should be kept in mind that all of them have inherent difficulties. For example, TSPL requires the operation under a three-phase clock.

5.2. Gate-Level Masking

To better analyze the gate-level masking solutions, depicted in Table 2, Figures 16 and 17 present the respective area vs. delay metric and the ADP vs. security metrics. From these figures, the iMDPL implementation is clearly seen as the outlier with a significantly higher area cost in relation to the other gate-level masking solutions. Its predecessor, MDPL, has a much better area and delay trade-off; however, its security level is low, since it is vulnerable to DPA attacks [82]. By itself, the masked-AND shows a lower security level with higher costs than RSL. However, if a different mask is used in the masked-AND solution for each circuit signal, it may be more secure than RSL, which is shown in [77] to be potentially compromised if a first filtering is performed to obtain the mask value and then perform the DPA attack.

The DRSL has a good trade-off between security and performance while improving the security level of the RSL by removing the early propagation effect; however, in [82] the authors point out that if a first analysis is made to retrieve the secret mask, the dual-rail
characteristic does not increase the security, given the imbalances in the differential wires when no special routing is performed.

Finally, the masked_SABL solution shows that by combining gate-level masking with full-custom hiding techniques, higher security levels can be achieved with good performance trade-offs.

Figure 16. Area vs. delay of gate-level masking countermeasures.

Figure 17. ADP vs. security of gate-level masking countermeasures.
To provide a visual overview of the top five best state-of-the-art countermeasures, Figure 18a,b depict the metrics for area overhead, frequency degradation, power consumption, and resulting security for both masking and hiding.

**Figure 18.** Top five countermeasures in security levels (a) and top five countermeasures with best trade-off between performance and security levels (b).

Figure 18a provides a visual comparison of the top five countermeasures with the best security levels. Figure 18b depicts the top five countermeasures with the best trade-off between security values and ADP performance and area overhead.

From these figures, it can be seen that, typically and as expected, the higher the security, the higher the cost. However, this is not always the case. For example, in Figure 18b it can be seen that the SABL approach has approximately the same power and area costs as BCDL but provides significantly less protection against SCA. Nevertheless, in addition to performance degradation and security levels, it is also important to consider the inherent design difficulties of each proposal, as well as the feasibility of including the countermeasure in the design.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, a deep review of the state of the art of gate-level countermeasures against power analysis attacks has been carried out. The importance of developing new secure logic styles and techniques to be used in secure IoT applications where the security is a crucial issue has generated dozens of proposals claiming high protection against power analysis attacks with reduced area-delay costs. This work splits the existing gate-level solution into two large groups: those following a hiding approach (the power consumption is intended to be the same for all the data processed) and the ones considering a masking procedure (the data are masked and behave as random). The presented analysis considers the most relevant solutions in the literature, 35 hiding proposals, and 6 based on masking, not only by using the data provided by proposing authors, but also those included in the other references for comparison. Advantages and drawbacks of the proposals are analyzed, showing quantified data for cost, performance (delay and power), and estimated security level, when available. This work also visually depicts the performance, cost, and security level relation of the several solutions to better assist cryptodesigners in the selection of the best solution, style according to their constraints. Overall, these results suggest that RSL and DRSL solutions are the best approaches when considering masking, while BCDL, SDMLp, TSPL, HDRL, and SABL are those with best security-performance figures. It can also be concluded that hiding proposals reach higher security levels, but with more difficult design constraints, which, if not met, can result in security weaknesses. Finally, this review also suggests that the combination of masking and hiding, as in masked_SABL, can provide the most secure solution, but at the cost of more complexity.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

3sDDL 3-state Differential Dynamic Logic
3sDL 3-state Dynamic Logic
ADP Area-Delay Product
AES Advanced Encryption Standard
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit
AWDDL Asynchronous Wave Dynamic Differential Logic
BCDL Balanced Cell-based Dual-rail Logic
CML Current Mode Logic
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
CPL Complementary Pass-transistor Logics
CRSABL Charge Recycling Sense Amplifier Based Logic
D3L Dual-spacer Dual-rail Delay-insensitive Logic
DCVSL Differential Cascode Voltage Switch Logic
DDCVSL Domino Differential Cascode Voltage Switch Logic
DDPL Delay-based Dual-rail Precharge Logic
DDSLL Dynamic Differential Swing Limited Logic
DPA Differential Power analysis
DPDN Differential Pull Down Network
DPL Dual Precharge Logic
DPL-noEE Dual Precharge Logic with no Early propagation Effect
DPUN Differential Pull Up Network
DRC Design Rule Checking
DRSL Dual-rail Random Switching Logic
DSDRL Dual Spacer Dual-Rail Logic
DWDDL Divided Wave Dynamic Differential Logic
DyCML Dynamic Current Mode Logic
EDA Electronic Design Automation
EPDU Evaluation-Precharge Detection Unit
FC Full-custom
FF Flip Flops
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
GliFreD Glitch-Free Duplication
GliFred-P Pipelined fashion Glitch-Free Duplication
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